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9. Remarks on Ideals o Bounded Krull Prime Rings
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College of General Education, Osaka University

(Communicated by Kenjiro SHODA, M. $. A., Jan. 12, 1977)

1. Introduction. Throughout this paper all notations and all
terminologies are the same as in [6] and [7]. Let R be a bounded
Krull prime ring with the non-empty set of minimal non-zero prime
ideals, M(p) say, and let Q be the quotient ring of R. Then R=( Re
(P e M(p)) and each Re is a noetherian, local, Asano order in Q. Let
F be any right additive topology. We denote by Re the ring of quo-
tients with respect to F (cf. 7 of [8]). Let F and F’ be right additive
topologies of integral right R-ideals. If R=Rr,, then they are said to
be equivalent.

The aim of this paper is to prove the following theorems.
Theorem A. Let P1,’" ", P e M(p) and let be any right Rp-

ideals (l__<i=<k). Then there exists a unit x in Q such that
(1 <= i <= k) and x e Rpj for all Pj e M(p) with Pj q: P,.

Theorem B. Let I be any right R-ideal and let a be any regular
element in I. Then there exists an element b in I such that I* =(aR
+bR)*.

Theorem C. Let F be any right additive topology of integral
right R-ideals. Then

(1) If FM(p)=, then F*={III*=R} is a unique maximal
element in the set of right additive topologies equivalent to F, and
Rr=R.

(2) If FfM(p):/:, then F*={III*P’...P, where P, e F
M(p)} is a unique maximal element in the set of right additive topolo-

gies equivalent to F. If F(p)=M(p), where F(p)=FM(p), then RF
=Q, and if M(p)F(p), then RF=(R (P e M(p)--F(p)).

2. The proofs of Theorems. (a) First we shall prove Theorem
A. To this we let F(p) {P,I 1 =<i=< k} and let I=i fi g) f Ret
(P e M(p)--F(p)). Then it is clear that I is a right R-ideal. By
Lemma 2.1 of [5] IR=i, and IR=Re. Let A=P gl fP. Then
there exists a regular element c in Q such that IRa=cRa by Lemma
3.3of[6]andsoIR,=cRe,(l<=i<=k). If ceReforallPeM(p)-F(p),
then c is an element satisfying the assertion. If c e Re for some Pt
e M(p)--F(p), then there are only finitely many elements P+, ...,
in M(p) such that c e R+ (1_]=</). Let B=P+f... P+. Then
it follows that Q=lim (P/R)-"...(P/zR)- by Proposition 1.2,
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Lemma 3.3 of [6]. So there are non-negative integers n, ..., n such
that cCR, where C-P/. P/. Let d be any element in C C(A),
which is non-empty by Lemma 3.1 of [6]. If x--cd, then it ollows
that xR,,--i (lik) and x eR for each P e M(p)--F(p).

(b) Next we shall prove Theorem B. It suffices to prove the
result in case IR. There are finitely many P, ..., P in M(p) such
that aR,,R,, (lgi=< k). Let A-----P P. Then, by Corollary
3.5 of [1], there exists an element b in IR.--aR./bR.=(aR/bR)R..
Since R is the quotient ring o R with respect to C(A), we may assume
that b eI. It follows that IR,--(aR/bR)R, (l_<_ik) and that R
IRe(aR+bR)Re=R for each P e M(p) with P:/=P. SoVlIRe-- (aR+ bR)R (P e M(p)). Hence I* --(aR + bR)* by Proposition 1.10
of [6].

(c) Finally we shall prove Theorem C.
(.) First we shall prove that if there exists J e F such that J* =/: R,

then F M(p) is non-empty. To prove this let I (:/:R) be any element
in F such that it is a maximal element in F’(R). Then it ollows that
IP for some P e M(p) by Lemma 6 o [7]. If P-I and n>l, then
we have P---(ItJ*(P-’)* oP--IoPU*(P)*I, acontradiction. Hence
PI. We shall prove that P e F. By Lemma 9 of [7], I VIC(P)--.
Let A be any maximal element in the family {L] LI, L gl C(P)--, L"
integral right R-ideal}. Then ]---A/P is a maximal complemented
right ideal of/-R/P in the sense o Goldie. Further let B (P) be
any right ideal o R such that B is maximal complemented in R. Then,
by Theorem 8 of [2] and Theorem 3.7 of [3], there exist uniform ele-
ments , in / such that (" )---- and (" )=-B, that is, A--u-P
and B--v-P. By Lemma 3.1 of [4], and are subisomorphic.
Further R/A--R/u-P-(uR/P)/P-- and R/B--P. Since A e F,
R/A is F-torsion and so RIB is also F-torsion. Thus we have B e F.
By Theorem 2.3 of [3], -- gl 1 ], where are maximal comple-
mented in R, that is, P--A glAn. Since A e F, we get P e F, as
desired.

(1) We let F* {I I* R}. Then it is a right additive topology.
If FlM(p)--, then FF* by (.) and R--R--R.. It is evidentthat
F* is a unique maximal element in the set of right additive topologies
equivalent to F.

(2) Let F(p)--F VIM(p). First we shall prove that F*--{III*
P’...P, P e F(p)} is a right additive topology. If I e F* and r e R,
then we have (r-I)* =r-I* by Lemma 2.3, Theorem 2.6 and Proposition
1.10 of [6]. So it follows that r-I e F*. If J is a right ideal such that
a-J e F* for some I e F* and any a e I, then we must prove that J e F*.
If J* I, then J e F* and so we assume that J* I. It suffices to prove
the result in case J* is irreducible in F’(R). Let a be any element in
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I but not in J*. Since a-J e F*, there exist P, ..., P in F(p) such
that a-J*=(a-J)*P’...Pb that is (aR)P’...PJ*. Hence
(P’...P)J* by Lemma 6 of [7] and so J e F*. This proves that
F* is a right additive topology. Let P, ..., P e F(p). Then it is well
known that P’. P e F so that RRro. To prove that FF*, we
let I be any element in F. If I*---R, then I e F*. If I*:/:R and I* is
irreducible in F(R), then there exist P e M(p) and n such that PI*.
Let I0 be any maximal elements in F’(R) such that IoI* and IocR.
Since IoP, it follows that P e F(p) from the proof of (*). Therefore
I e F*. If I* is reducible, then I* =I I, where I e F F(R)
and I are irreducible. Hence IP for some P e F(p) so that I*
P’...P. Therefore I e F* and so FF*. This implies that R
R., and hence we have R-R.--lim (P’...P9-, where P e F(p).

By using Theorem B it follows that F* is a unique maximal element in
the set of right additive topologies equivalent to F. Finally if F(p)
---M(p), then we get R--Q by Lemma 1.6 of [6]. Suppose that M(p)
F(p) :/:. Let P be any element in M(p)--F(p) and let P, ..., P be
any elements in F(p). Then (P’...P)-R by Lemma 11 of [7].
Hence Rr is contained in the ring T=R (P e M(p)--F(p)). Con-
versely let x be any element in T. Then there exists an ideal B(:P)
such that xBR for any PeM(p)--F(p). Write B= B. Then
we have (xR +R)B* (xB +B)*R so that x e B-. If B*-----R, then
x e R. If B*cR and if B* =(P,)* o o (P)*, where P e M(p), then
P eF(p). Hence x eB---(P...P)-R and thus we have R
---( R (P e M(p)--F(p)).

Corollar 1. Let R be a bounded Krull prime ring and let F be
any right additive topology consists of integral right R-ideals. Then
R is a bounded Krull prime ring, or a simple and artinian ring.
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